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QUESTION 1

When defining a data store in ODI metadata, is it possible to add a primary key even if it does not physically exist on the
related database catalog? 

A. No, you can only reverse-engineer existing constraints. 

B. No, you can only flag non-null conditions to be checked. 

C. Yes, by adding constraints to the datastore diagram. 

D. Yes,by adding constraints on the datastore. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Select two correct answers. ODI and EDQ can share the same infrastructure If__________. 

A. They use an Oracle DB as a repository and WebLogic to host the web application 

B. They use an Oracle DB as a repository and WebSphere to host the web application 

C. They use any DB as a repository and any compatible web application server 

D. They use an Oracle DB as a repository and Tomcat to host the web application 

E. ODI and EDQ cannot share the same infrastructure, they both have different architecture 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

After invoking an Enterprise Data Quality Job from ODI, where can you monitor the detailed progress of that Job? 

A. In Operator 

B. In Enterprise Data Quality 

C. In ODI Console 

D. In Enterprise Manager 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Updates have been made to Interfaces in a Package. What would you do to make sure the Production team runs a
scenario containing those updates while preserving the existing scenario\\'s schedule? 
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A. Generate a new scenario and attach the previous scenario\\'s schedule to it 

B. Generate a new scenario and create a new schedule 

C. Nothing, the existing scenario will get automatically updated 

D. Regenerate existing scenario 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

In ODI, is it possible to reverse a COBOL flat file using a Copybook definition? 

A. Yes, only using the file driver 

B. Yes, using the file and complex file drivers 

C. Yes, but only if the source file is an EBCDIC file. 

D. No, you need to manually add the columns definition in all the cases. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E28280_01/integrate.1111/e12643/create_rev_model.htm (5.3.2.3) 

 

QUESTION 6

Identify the right variable step type to use when assigning a value to a variable with a SQL query. 

A. Refresh Variable 

B. Declare Variable 

C. Set Variable 

D. Evaluate Variable 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E15586_01/integrate.1111/e12643/procedures.htm (12.2.3.1) Set Variable is the
step type to "assign the value". Refresh Variable is used to "calculate the value" from a sql query. 

 

QUESTION 7

In an ODI interface, can source tables be declared as not joined? 

A. Yes, ODI generates the code calculating a sample of the data, profiling it, and deciding automatically if a join exists. 

B. Yes, it is possible to create an ODI procedure to declare joins for the source tables. 
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C. No, in ODI, it is mandatory that all the source data stores are joined directly or indirectly. 

D. No, by default, every added data store in the source declaration of an interface is joined with an inner join. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Identify the database view ODI uses when loading the journalized data in an Interface. 

A. JV$D view 

B. T$ view 

C. JV$ view 

D. JV$I view 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E21764_01/integrate.1111/e12643/data_capture.htm#CFHFHIAJ 

 

QUESTION 9

Select the correct statement in an ODI interface, each column of the target can have at most, one mapping in a given
dataset. 

A. No,a targetcolumn can have multiple defined mappings. 

B. No, a variable is used to evaluate if the target column can have more than one mapping. 

C. Yes, a target column can have a unique and well-defined mapping. 

D. Yes, a target column can have a unique definition, but an ODI procedure can define additional mappings for that
column. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E21764_01/integrate.1111/e12643/interfaces.htm 

 

QUESTION 10

Do all project developers using ODI need to consolidate their own local metadata repositories? 

A. No, ODI uses a centralized relational metadata repository that all the developers share. 

B. No, ODI proprietary metadata server allows all developers to share the common metadata of a specific project. 

C. Yes, you have to invoke a dedicated web service to synchronize the metadata using the Oracle Service Bus. 

D. Yes, the local metadata needs to be transmitted via FTP and synchronized with a dedicated proprietary engine,
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creating a common metadata model for all developers. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

The ODI application adapter for Hadoop______. 

A. connects to a Work Repository r 

B. is a Big Data Connector 

C. connects to a Master Repository 

D. is an Agent configuration 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37231_01/doc.20/e36961/odi.htm 

 

QUESTION 12

Select the correct statement. When running an interface in ODI, is it possible to see a simu-lation of the code? 

A. No, that is a current limitation in ODI. 

B. No, but it is possible to query the metadata repository in order to see the generated code. 

C. Yes, but it is only possible to see a code simulation on ODI Console. 

D. Yes, before executing the interface, it is possible to set a flag to request the code simulation. 

Correct Answer: D 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17904_01/integrate.1111/e12643/running_executions.htm 
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